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FFLUX is a novel force field under development for biomolecular modelling, and is based on topological
atoms and the machine learning method kriging. Successful kriging models have been obtained for real-
istic electrostatics of amino acids, small peptides, and some carbohydrates but here, for the first time, we
construct kriging models for a sizeable ligand of great importance, which is cholesterol. Cholesterol’s
mean total (internal) electrostatic energy prediction error amounts to 3.9 kJ mol1, which pleasingly falls
below the threshold of 1 kcal mol1 often cited for accurate biomolecular modelling. We present a
detailed analysis of the error distributions.
 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
It is difficult to find a more intensely studied molecule in bio-
chemistry [1] than cholesterol. Mammals rely on cholesterol to
make up around 50% of the lipids used in cell membranes to main-
tain membrane integrity [2]. The amount of cholesterol in a mem-
brane can greatly affect the thermodynamics and permeability of
the membrane, thus altering the function of the cell by interaction
with lipids and membrane proteins [3]. Cholesterol also plays vital
roles in signal transduction [4], proton transfer [5], and is a precur-
sor molecule to create bile and many steroid hormones including
vitamin D.
Its ubiquity in biochemistry makes cholesterol a popular target
for study but its common placement inside cell membranes makes
traditional methods of investigation difficult. As a result, computa-
tional chemistry has been a leading method for the study of choles-
terol and it is an ideal candidate molecule for molecular force
fields. However, modelling cholesterol’s structure is not simple
either as it contains many moieties including a flexible hydrocar-
bon chain, 5- and 6-membered rings, a double bond, chiral centres
and an alcohol group all of which must be handled correctly by a
force field. Hydrocarbons remain a difficult aspect of biomolecular
modelling with many unique challenges [6]. Although the basics of
a C–C or C–H bond can be readily modelled, the high flexibility and
polar functionality [7] of a carbohydrate for which very little
experimental conformational data exists poses problems for mod-
elling [8]. Meanwhile carbohydrates are host to many different
functional groups and effects such as the gauche [9] and anomeric[10] effect and the solvent effects they rely on [11]. In order to
tackle the many challenges that come with carbohydrate mod-
elling, many specialist force fields have arisen with no single force
field suitably tackling all situations [12]. In spite of so many efforts,
the approach to functional forms of these force fields and their
treatment of electrostatics remains limited and insufficient and
often incompatible with force fields aimed toward other biological
systems such as proteins [13].
Likewise, there is a history of problematic force field application
to cholesterol. The MARTINI force field has modelled cholesterol at
the expense of turning off electrostatic terms as it struggled to rec-
oncile descriptions of the polar solvent and apolar cholesterol [14].
GROMOS also has limited success in modelling cholesterol [15] and
struggles to give meaningful dihedral angles for flexible carbon
chains. CHARMM required many parameterizations, particularly
of the non-bonded terms, to formulate a cholesterol-specific force
field [16] and continues to be improved [17] toward this purpose.
Of course, cholesterol, being a large and nuanced molecular, will
appear to give conflicting results when tested with multiple force
fields. Typical to current force fields, it is the user that is burdened
with the decision on how and when to use each force field to give a
meaningful model. It has been suggested that there is no ‘‘best”
force field and each carries its own difficulties and rewards. For
example, CHARMM36 can be tuned to give good computational
efficiency compared to other force fields, but gives poor results
when used with TIP3P, a popular water force field [18].
The accurate description of electrostatic energy is not a new
problem in force field development and more groups continue to
adopt polarizable, multipolar electrostatics to give a better descrip-
tion of biological systems. Furthermore, it becomes increasingly
important that atomic charges are meaningfully and accurately
assigned in order to avoid misinterpretation of force field results.
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26] to correct this inadequacy and their commitment to making
force fields a viable method of investigating biological systems.
Yet, work is far from complete in providing rigorous electrostatic
models of even small biological molecules. In the past we have
demonstrated that a developing force field called QCTFF [27], based
on the ‘‘Quantum theory of Atoms In Molecules” [28] (QTAIM) has
the ability to model water clusters [29], alanine [30], histidine [31],
all aromatic amino acids [32], and hydrogen-bonded complexes
[33]. Very recently, the barely pronounceable acronym QCTFF has
been replaced [34] by an actual name, which is FFLUX. FFLUX uses
machine learning to model electrostatics of any system without
any need to be manually altered or reparametrized. FFLUX has
many advantages such as handling polarization implicitly [35,36]
and reproducing accurate, insightful electrostatics using atomic
multipole moments. With imminent publications for all amino
acids and transferable models for 310 oligopeptide helices, it is
the right time to apply FFLUX to cholesterol and demonstrate it
can be modelled without any special considerations or alterations
to the force field. We report accurate electrostatic energy mod-
elling of cholesterol geometries sampled through normal mode
distortion of a local energy minimum geometry. We will thereby
demonstrate that FFLUX can be extended to incorporate ligands,
in line with the recent efforts toward CHARMM’s extension [37]
to drug-like molecules compatible with its all-atom additive bio-
logical force field parameters. Given that FFLUX has been devel-
oped from scratch, the current work will not be as complete as
that presented in CHARMM’s extension but the former is ‘‘concep-
tually cleaner” and easier to streamline as a training procedure.2. Methods
Only a brief overview of the FFLUX method is given here
because it would take up too much space to provide the full details,
which can be found in other publications [30,31,38–41]. An
energy-minimized structure for cholesterol is calculated using
GAUSSIAN03 [42] at the B3LYP/apc-1 level [43]. This energy mini-
mum is used as a reference point from which the in-house com-
puter program TYCHE (written by group member Salvatore
Cardamone) generates 2000 unique geometries via the molecule’s
normal modes of vibration [39,40]. No normal mode is distorted
beyond 15% of its original value found in the minimum energy
geometry, a greater perturbation than commonly found in force
field studies [44]. For example, a single C–C bond could take values
ranging from around 1.3–1.7 Å throughout the data set. Single-
point Energy calculations are performed for each geometry to
output an electronic wave function. The gradient of the electron
density yields an atomic partitioning of the space according to
QTAIM [45,46]. Thus, the space can be partitioned into atomic
‘basins’ where any electron density within the basin ‘belongs’ to
that atomic nucleus. When all electron density within a single
atomic basin is summed, that total can be said to be the charge
of the atom. Meanwhile, a more accurate, anisotropic description
of the electron density surrounding a nucleus (within its own basin
only) is given through nucleus-centred multipole moments. The
program AIMAll [47] is used to integrate over the electron density
of each geometry and return multipole moments for each atom.
A training (data) point is constructed by pairing a description of
the molecular geometry with an atom’s multipole moments. When
many data points are listed, the change in an atom’s multipole
moments in response (output) to a change in molecular geometry
(input) forms the basis of a training set, and the mapping between
input and output central to anymachine learning. Meanwhile, such
a list of training points can also be used as a test set by allowing
FFLUX to predict an atomic multipole moment based on a geome-try, and comparing the prediction to the corresponding calculated
atomic multipole moment in the test set. Note that the test set
should not contain data that were used to train the model; hence
the test set is external. A machine learning method called kriging
[48] is used to create models that can predict multipole moments
using molecular geometries. Here we follow the method laid out by
Jones et al. [49,50].
A single kriging model describes the change in an output
variable (an atomic multipole moment) as a response to changes
in multiple input variables (i.e. features). A kriging problem has
dimensionality equal to the number of features and together
they make a feature space. In order to obtain predictions from
kriging, a model must first be trained. A crucial concept in krig-
ing is the correlation matrix R, elements of which are defined by
Eq. (1),
Rij ¼ exp 
Xd
h¼1




The n x n matrix R is constructed where n is the number of
training points used in the building of the model. The matrix
element Rij is the exponential covariance function (or kernel),
which describes the correlation between the prediction errors
of the ith and jth training point. Each training point is correlated
to another point by all of its features simultaneously, which
explains the summation in the right-hand term. In this term it
is clear that each feature h of the ith training geometry x is com-
pared to the corresponding feature in the jth training geometry.
Thus, the difference between two training points is a function of
how different their corresponding features are. The upper bound
of summation d in Eq. (1) is the total number of features each
training point has and thus the number of dimensions the krig-
ing problem has.
The kriging method uses two (vectorial) parameters, p and h,
each with d components. The parameter p determines the smooth-
ness of the covariance function and each component is often set to
2 in order to force smoothness of a kriging model. The parameter h
is more complex and measures correlation between a given feature
and the output (an atomic multipole moment). Features with high
correlation are technically more ‘important’ than those with low
correlation. If hh has a small value (for example, 0.001) then the
output variable (e.g. atomic charge) may not change much when
feature xi becomes feature xj. Meanwhile larger h values mean
more dramatic changes in the covariance function between these
points. In this way, the distance can be small but still have a large
effect on the output [50]. In practice, large theta values (>1) are
undesirable and tend to be a sign of erratic data that cannot be fit-
ted to a smooth function. If xðiÞh  xðjÞh
  is small, the points in ques-
tion are close together and thus are highly correlated. The
correlation approaches 1 for very close points and zero for very dis-
tant points. Larger h values can mean that low correlation in errors
can be found for points close in space. Finally, we note that the cor-
relation matrix is in fact composed of correlations between errors
ðÞ on each training point. It is surprising but apt to view a data
point’s output (for example, an atomic charge) as an ‘error’ from
its mean value. This idea is loosely reminiscent of viewing a mole-
cule in terms of its distortion from a minimum point, which serves
as a reference background, or perhaps even an average. The corre-
lation between these data points is dependent on the distance
between the points and how much the covariance function
changes between them. The construction of the correlation matrix
elements sums over all dimensions while taking both relevance
and distance into account, yielding just a single correlated error
value that describes the covariance function’s relationship
between these points. For the user, this means the problem is sim-
plified to a single number that can be understood as the correlation
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test point and a training point).
Progressing from training (i.e. kriging model construction) to
prediction, the output variable for a particular point, yðxiÞ, can be





ai uðx  xiÞ ð2Þ
Here, ai is the ith element of a ¼ R1ðy  1l^Þ where R is defined in
Eq. (1), and 1 is a column vector of ones. The correlation between
the point to be predicted and the trained points is calculated in
exactly the same way as between training data points. Thus, the
prediction point’s correlation with all of our training points is com-
puted and then correlation is weighted with ai. Indeed, if the predic-
tion point is very close to an existing point in the training set, then
these two points are highly correlated and we can expect that they
share a similar output value. In fact, the kriging predictor passes
exactly through training points and a ‘perfect’ prediction is achieved
when attempting to predict the outputs for a known geometry. If
we cannot find a well-correlated point in the training set, the out-
put will tend toward the global term, l^.
Finally, we calculate interatomic electrostatic energies from the
predicted atomic multipole moments Qlm, to give a predicted
energy. Likewise, interacting the original (ab initio) moments gives











Q lAmATlAmAlbmBQ lBmB ð3Þ
where Qlm, is a multipole moment of rank l and componentm and T
is an interaction tensor. The rank and component of a multipole
moment indicates its shape and can be considered akin to the famil-
iar atomic orbitals. The rank 0 moment is analogous to an s-orbital,
the three rank 1 moments to the p orbitals, and so on. Each rank
consists of 2l + 1 components, which take integer values between
l and +l. Thus l = 0 is a monopole and consists a single moment
whereas l = 1 is a dipole moment consisting of 3 moments (where
m = 1, 0 and 1). The interaction tensor is a function of the mutual
orientation between the respective local axis systems on atoms A
and B. Such a tensor is necessary to compute the interaction
between two multipole moments that are not aligned to a common
(global) axis, which is the case for moments described in the local
axis system centred on each atom; FFLUX works with these ‘‘locally
expressed” moments. We introduce the interaction rank, L, indicat-
ing the nature of interaction between two multipole moments,
given by
L ¼ lA þ lB þ 1 ð4Þ
When L = 1, only monopole-monopole interactions are consid-
ered, while L = 3 can mean a dipole–dipole interaction or a
monopole-quadrupole interaction and indeed more individual
interactions must be summed with each additional rank of L. With
higher maximum interaction ranks, we converge on a more accu-
rate description of the true total interaction energy. In this work
we set L = 5, which means that the highest rank occurring is the
hexadecapole moment (l = 4). The interaction between atoms A
and B is calculated once using ‘original’ (ab initio) multipole
moments and then again using predicted multipole moments. Note
that we are interested only in the non-bonded interaction energy,
thus only atom pairs separated by 3 or more bonds (1n interac-
tions where n > 3) are considered. This means that FFLUX includes
1–4 interactions in the electrostatic energy term where a typical
force field would use a torsional term. Total ‘original’ and ‘predicted’electrostatic energies are obtained when all atomic interaction
energies are summed. The two energies are then compared (Eq.
(5)), to give a prediction error for any given geometry,
Eerrorsystem








The interaction energies are the result of additive pairwise
interactions. Therefore, each test geometry has its own electro-
static energy prediction error and these can be plotted together
in a so-called S-curve. These curves will be discussed below but
it should be highlighted that they give a complete, honest and
detailed impression of the prediction quality, beyond that of the
typical root-mean-square or average errors typically reported after
validation. All energies are given in kJ mol1 unless stated
otherwise.3. Results and discussion
One driver for the current research is testing the in-house
methodology on systems much larger than a typical (doubly
peptide-capped) amino acid, the largest of which (arginine) has
only 35 atoms. Secondly, as a ubiquitous ligand, cholesterol
demonstrates proof-of-concept that molecules other than amino
acids, carbohydrates and water (possibly containing ions) can be
modelled with FFLUX. This is important because, ultimately, FFLUX
should be shown not just for proteins, but also for ligands, which
will eventually interact with proteins. Thirdly, we use cholesterol
as a test case as it is a large, non-peptide biological molecule,
which differentiates it from our past avenues of investigation and
should allow further insight into the improvement of FFLUX.
Cholesterol is an important biological molecule containing 74
atoms, more than twice as many as the largest peptide-capped
amino acid. Fig. 1 shows the actual local energy geometry used
as a reference geometry from which to obtain distorted geome-
tries. We have modelled cholesterol using a training set size of
600 points generated from a single minimum geometry.
Previous work from the group has shown that atoms with larger
charges (in absolute value) tend to yield larger errors. Although the
errors for all atoms might be accurate to a percentage of their orig-
inal charge value, the large magnitude of charges on some atoms
can make these errors significant. For example, cholesterol has a
single heteroatom (O27), which may give relatively large predic-
tion errors as it has a large magnitude atomic charge. Also, a double
bond (C5 = C8) exists along with several chiral centres that also
represent possible areas of interest for poor predictions. Fig. 2
shows that cholesterol’s prediction errors are low and cholesterol’s
mean error (3.9 kJ mol1) is completely in line with errors from our
past publications on amino acids. As expected, the prediction
errors for cholesterol appear to benefit from atoms with low charge
and perhaps also to the relative rigidity of the molecular geometry.
Compared to our past work, cholesterol is quite rigid and con-
tains no amide groups, which are typically difficult to model.
Molecular flexibility means that kriging has to cope with a large
range of features and atomic multipole moments in the training
and test set. In other words, more constrained molecules should
be simpler to model. It was hoped that cholesterol would yield sig-
nificantly smaller prediction errors than a peptide of equivalent
size. However, even with only a single energy minimum to train
for, the prediction errors are not significantly lower than those of
single amino acids in past publications of our group. Indeed, the
value of 5.9 kJ mol1 found as the average energy error when 1–4
type interactions are included, is similar to the error found with
natural amino acids.
The total prediction errors give us a simplified assessment of
the prediction accuracy due to error cancellation. The raw outputs
Fig. 1. Representations of the cholesterol molecule with carbon, hydrogen and oxygen atoms marked in dark grey, light grey and red, respectively. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 2. Absolute intramolecular electrostatic energy prediction errors for choles-
terol, a 74 atom system with 1902 intramolecular interactions of the type 1–5 and
higher (1n; nP 5). The mean error rises to 5.9 kJ mol1 upon inclusion of 1–4
interactions.
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can also be compared to their actual (i.e. original) values, such as
in Fig. 3. These S-curves show the prediction quality for selected
individual atoms. An S-curve lying toward the left of the plot cor-
responds to a superior prediction pattern than that of an S-curve
lying to the right. The colours used in Fig. 3 are grouped to facilitate
the legend: S-curves in shades of blue are carbon atoms, green
shades represent hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon atoms, while
red shades refer to the alcohol group. Surprisingly, the atoms
O27 and H71 of the alcohol ‘ALCH’ group are very well predicted,































Fig. 3. S-curves of predictions for the monopole moment of selected atoms in
cholesterol across 200 test geometries. ‘RING’ denotes atoms in ring structures, ‘DB’
denotes atoms involved in a double bond, ‘METH’ methyl group atoms, and ‘ALCH’
atoms in the alcohol group.Atoms in ring structures (labelled ‘RING’) are more difficult to
predict than those in methyl (‘METH’) groups. As mentioned, it
might be supposed that the conformationally-constrained atoms
in rings would be simpler to predict as their predictable local envi-
ronment would result in smaller ranges of atomic multipole
moments. However, this does not appear to be true as atoms of
all types throughout cholesterol give similar S-Curves. It is pleasing
that atoms involved in double-bonds (‘DB’ atoms, C8 and H40) are
well predicted, without the need for any special consideration.
It is not solely these individual prediction errors that give rise to
large energy prediction errors and the geometry of the system
must be considered, in particular, the range of interaction. In
cholesterol there are 74  (74–1)/2 = 2701 interatomic interaction
in total but, after exclusion of interactions of the type 1–2, 1–3 and
1–4, we observe only 1902 interactions (in each geometry). The
energies for these interactions are summed and thus all participate
in this cancellation. Fig. 4 shows 190,200 individual interatomic
interaction energy errors over 100 test geometries, plotted against
the interaction distances.
Errors at long range (>8 Å) tend to be universally low, possibly
due to interaction energies being smaller in magnitude at those
ranges. It might appear that many interactions deviate greatly from
zero error but the mean absolute interaction error is only
0.0015 kJ mol1. Although this cannot be seen in Fig. 4, errors that
deviate much from zero are very much the exception rather than
the norm. In other words, Fig. 4 is dominated by points situated
close to zero error. In fact, only 4 out of 190200 predicted interac-
tions surpass the 10 kJ mol1 error. Note that the smallest dis-
tances for which the interaction energies are calculated start
from around 1.9 Å. Also we note that it is unusual for a force field
to tackle multipolar, polarizable electrostatics at such short dis-
tances and it is even common practice for FFLUX to tackle 1–4
interactions that exist at interatomic distances as low as 1.6 Å.
We have treated all atoms that are four or more bonds apart (i.e.
1n; nP 5) as eligible for calculation of electrostatic interactions
but, with cholesterol’s ring structure, this often does not guarantee
a long geometric distance. Predictions of short range interactions
are not notable larger, but the absolute value of the interaction is
large, giving larger energy errors. Meanwhile, several spikes in pre-
diction error can be seen along the axis of interaction distances in
Fig. 4, which indicates several distinct, problematic interactions.
Upon inspection of the interactions list, 50% of the worst-case
(over 3 kJ mol1) interactions involve O27, the only heteroatom
in the system. Interestingly, the two poorest-predicted atoms (in
terms of their multipole moment prediction errors), C6 and C14
are barely represented in the worst-case interactions and this rein-
forces the concept that poor predictions on neutral atoms have
fewer consequences than similar predictions on atoms with a high
net charge. In the case of C6 and C14, they are the only carbon
atoms that are bonded to four other carbon atoms and this appears
to be especially difficult to model. Meanwhile no special problems
arise for other chiral centres or the double bond. It appears that it is
Fig. 4. The energy errors ( kJ mol1) for all 190,200 1–5 and higher interactions across 100 predicted geometries (1902 interactions for each geometry) for cholesterol plotted
against the distance of each interaction (Å). Average interaction errors for bins of ranges are given in red above the chart with an average error of 0.0015 (1.5E3) kJ mol1.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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largest role in straining the machine learning.4. Conclusions
We have presented an electrostatic model of cholesterol, repre-
sented through (high-rank) atomic multipole moments, automati-
cally generated through the FFLUX force field. All atoms have
excellent prediction errors and the average absolute interaction
energy error is 0.0015 kJ mol1 across the 190200 interactions
analyzed. It is true that the vast majority of interactions lie close
to zero error and only 0.3% of predicted interactions surpass
1 kJ mol1 error. The mean total electrostatic energy prediction
error lies at 3.9 kJ mol1, below the 1 kcal mol1, often stated as
‘chemical accuracy’. Inclusion of 1–4 interactions raises the mean
electrostatic energy error to 5.9 kJ mol1, which is analogous to
those of previously reported small biological molecules.
It is pleasing that most atoms in cholesterol are well predicted,
regardless of the chemical moiety they belong to. However, well-
predicted moments do not necessarily lead to low interaction
energy errors, nor do poorly predicted moments necessarily lead
to high interaction energy errors. It is in fact the distance of the
interaction and the magnitude of the charges involved that govern
the interaction energy. So even small errors in the prediction of the
multipole moments can, in some cases, lead to large interaction
errors.
In conclusion, FFLUX scales well with increasing molecular size
and should be suitable for the modelling of lipids and hydrocar-
bons among other biological molecules. Each system presents its
own set of challenges, but FFLUX can be applied identically to these
systems and users can be confident in the predicted electrostatics.
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